Of Tubes and Troglodytes

Last winter, globe-trotting novelist Paul Theroux was paid by the New York Times to spend a week riding that city's subways. There are 3,000 officers on the subway police force (as opposed to 450 patrolling America's borders during any 8-hour period), but they could not prevent 15,812 reported felonies during 1981 -- up 14% from the previous year. Yet numbers alone do no justice to the squalor of underground New York.

"The New York subway is a serious matter -- the racketey train, the silent passengers, the occasional scream. . . . Avoiding the stranger's gaze is what the subway passenger does best. Most sit bolt upright, with fixed expressions, ready for anything." A man walks by with Chinese coins woven through his hair, (Yawn.) A crazy old lady comes up and shrieks, "Ah'm goin' cut you up!" (That's nice.) Theroux found Coney Island "populated by drunks and transvestites and troglodytes . . . the whole place looked as if it has been insured and burned" as did half the Bronx, for that matter.

Subway rats really are nearly the size of cats. Every sign and map is obliterated by graffiti -- "monkey scratches" as Theroux calls them. (Which is all the worse because "verbal directions are incomprehensible.

Theroux calls New York "a land impossible to glamorize and hard to describe. It was beat up, with patches of beauty, like a cityscape in China or India -- futuristic in a ruined and unpromising way." Suddenly the word "futuristic" has come to have a meaning diametrically opposite from the one which prevailed for centuries before the white West lowered its racial barriers.

Some Jewish observers are blantly worrying about the changes transforming the cities which they have inherited. Columnist Sydney H. Schanberg of the New York Times points to some of the same behavioral symptoms: such as, "Only the meek and sluggish obey red lights anymore." Littering, graffiti-scravling "-- they are no longer the exception, but the norm." He calls the social disease "rule-death":

The breakdown of what Somerset Maugham meant in The Moon and Sixpence when he wrote, "Conscience is the guardian in the individual of the rules which the community has evolved for its own preservation.

It's hard to tell exactly when such a breakdown of the social contract begins to happen. But it takes no particular acuity of mind at this point to realize that the disease is now in full bloom here.

---

A firsthand report of a Wiesenthal harangue by a Buffalo subscriber

Simon Says

Simon Wiesenthal was booked to speak for "Yom Hashoah" on Sunday, April 18, 1982, at the Westminster Presbyterian Church in Buffalo, New York. Not wanting to miss a single syllable, I arrived early, taking a seat in the fourth pew. The church was completely packed with over 1,000 people who had paid $2.50 to $6.00 to get in. Simon was late. To while away the time, I reread my dog-eared copy of Arthur Butz's The Hoax of the Twentieth Century.

The Prebyterian curate opened the proceedings with "Shalom!" "That's how we greet the little children every morning at our church's day care center," he explained.

Wiesenthal, when he finally arrived, was introduced by the president of the Jewish Student Union of the University of Buffalo. He began his 1½ hour speech by observing that March 13, 1938, the day of the German-Austrian Anschluss, happened to be the anniversary of the expulsion of the Jews from the Hapsburg Empire in 1572. After this recondite backtrack into history, he reverted to his stock in trade. "I brought over 1,100 criminals to justice," he announced, but lamented that 300 known "criminals" are now living in the U.S.

"Only 5% of them are Germans," the rest being Eastern Europeans who are "worse than the Germans." If a Nazi is charged with killing 40,000 people, then he should have "not one trial, but 40,000 trials, one for each of his victims," Simon didn't like the term "war criminal," because it implied that the perpetrators were soldiers, not murderers of helpless innocents. Since it was important not to create Nazi martyrs, he preferred using German courts and German judges to bring them to justice. Surprisingly, he evinced a belief in genetics. Because so many "Nazi criminals" remain at large, he was convinced "this matter can only have a biological solution as they all die off."

In 1966, Wiesenthal revealed, he found it impossible to get Brazil to hand over former concentration camp commandant Franz Stangl since that country never extradites anyone for any reason. So he went to Robert Kennedy, "who in my presence picked up the phone and called the president of Brazil." Stangl was promptly handed over to West Germany.

Simon said that Canada was one of the worst harbories of Nazi murderers. Hundreds of them were living there, he complained. Therefore, he had to turn down an invitation from Canada's attorney general to visit the country. He promised never to set foot in Canada until at least one Nazi was put on trial.

Wiesenthal was relieved to report that this side of the Niagara the situation was much better. When he first visited the United States in 1967, the Immigration and Naturalization Service had only four men looking for Nazis. Now the Department of Justice's Office of Special Investigations has a budget of $2.5 million a year, with 50 full-time sleuths, lawyers and paper chasers on the payroll.

Wiesenthal's main beef was that "over 100 hate groups" in America were "hiding behind the First Amendment" by sending anti-Holocaust literature to Europe and other parts of the world, where there are laws against such material. Two years earlier he had been shocked to find Spanish language anti-Holocaust pamphlets in Buenos Aires that had been printed in Lincoln, Nebraska! He urged everyone in the audience to write to his congressman to stop such intolerable expressions of free speech.

---
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Hard to Please

Most Jewish readers of the Washington Post find little of real substance therein to disagree with. Yet nearly every day the letters column overflowed with their vitriol. Very often it is the headlines which displease them. On May 8, Manfred Wasserman was steaming over this one: "Israeli Troops Kill 7-Year-Old in Arab Riot." He alleged that the child died because demonstrators had blocked the street and an ambulance could not reach the hospital in time. An interesting thought, but how could one get all that in a headline?

Six days later Gary Bonnet, a vice president of the American Jewish Congress, wrote:

I must say that the Post has a unique way of reporting events involving Jews. I can see no reason for headlining an article "Jewish Crowd Boos a Reagan Statement" other than to attempt to exacerbate tensions and differences between the Reagan administration and the American Jewish community, and to create an atmosphere that serves to promote and encourage anti-Semitism.

He ended a long, picky letter by asking, "Would not a more appropriate headline have been, "Thousands Gather to Protest Soviet Immigration Policy?" Bonnet regularly reads the Jewish press, which is chock full of headlines like "Jewish Crowd Boos a Reagan Statement." Yet he and other Jews never accuse the Jewish press of "exacerbating tensions and differences" or "creating an [anti-Semitic] atmosphere."

On June 11, one Zvi Ish-Tov was "shocked to read the Washington Post's headline, 'Israel Launches Invasion of Lebanon.'" The headline was a "distortion." A fairer one would have read, "Israel Determined to Eliminate PLO Terrorism." By this logic, "First Men Land on Moon" should have been replaced with "Men Seek Moon Rock Collection."

Hiss-s-s-s!

Alger Hiss, the Grand Old Renegade, has been wearing a crown of thorns ever since he got out of Lewisburg Penitentiary in 1954. About a decade or so ago he really started living it up. He gets huge fees for business, if you pal around with Supreme Court Justices and don't mind a few years in the slammer. Last June, Alger, now in his late 70s, did get a slight setback when a U.S. District Court, 32 years after the one that found him guilty of perjury, rejected his motion for a new trial.

Hiss's career in government was launched by Felix Frankfurter, who descended from the High Bench to testify in court as a character witness for his favorite Happy Hot Dog. Whittaker Chambers, the self-confessed homo and onetime Stalinist espionage agent who blew the whistle on Hiss, died in 1961. Perjury by Allen Weinstein (Knopf, N.Y., 1978), contains an interesting little excerpt from a 1943 letter Chambers wrote to an old friend in an attempt to explain how he had switched from a true-blue Marxist to a true-blue Quaker.

... I have had to transform my whole way of life and thought. In this process I have thrown off many-year-old influences. It happened that they were almost completely semitic. There is no question of blaming these influences. Rather I would blame my own susceptibility to them.

No Peace for Orff

Poor old Carl Orff. He died this year, and one would have expected that the world would have let the bones of this great modern composer rest in peace. But no, the ghouls of censorship put on their inquisitorial hoods and started digging around Orff's musical legacy. Apparently it was all right when his greatest composition, the Choral Passion Play, "Carmina Burana," was sung in medieval German and Latin with no written translation furnished the listeners. Maybe the ADL goons couldn't understand these languages. Unfortunately, they do understand English. So when an English translation of the text was given the audience at a performance of "Carmina Burana" at Indiana University, the ax fell. Even though in the performances in New York, no translation was provided and the performers omitted the medieval German words "of Jews" from "Oh, the crime of the hateful race of Jews," Nathan Perlmutter, the nemesis of all Passion Plays everywhere, was not appeased. He wrote to William B. Macomber, the president of the Metropolitan Opera, which had sponsored the performances, complaining, "the thoughts remain mean-spirited and bigoted, even camouflaged, rather than vitiated, by a foreign tongue." As in all such cases, Macomber ate crow and promised the ADL national director that the Met would never again present Orff's masterpiece.

The Most Dangerous Habit

One way to stop one of the deadliest habits of modern times, TV addiction, is to make a log of the programs being viewed and the time spent viewing them. Some Americans, usually women, are glued to the tube 11 or more hours each day. After the log, which makes the addict aware of his or her addiction, a metronome should be plugged into the TV. The loud ticking off of the seconds while the set is on warns the addict of how much time is being wasted on the tube.

"The important point," says Leonard Jason, a professor of psychology at De Paul University, "is to develop some sort of activity, some intervention, that is incompatible with passivity. TV watching is the ultimate passivity. Get people doing something -- anything -- and they'll stop watching TV."

The average American home has a TV set on more than 6 hours a day. American children watch 20,000 hours of TV before they're 16. The average viewer's brain registers much time is being wasted on the tube.

In many ways, TV is worse than drugs. The dope addict isn't given a cram course on the glories of liberalism and race-mixing while he sniffs his cocaine or dribbles heroin into his veins.

Bigoted Queen

In 1477 B.C., Queen Hatsheput of Egypt, according to an inscription recently discovered above the entrance to a religious shrine, solemnly announced, "I threw fire against my enemies. And when I allowed the abomination of the gods to depart, the earth followed their footsteps."

Dr. Hans Goedicke of Johns Hopkins University asserts that Hatsheput was speak-
ing of the Exodus. But rather than admit that the Egyptians of those times called the Jews "the abomination of the gods," the learned Egyptians waffled. The queen, Goedicke explained, was referring to "Semitic-speaking people from Palestine, whose privileges she had curtailed."

As for the mechanics of the Exodus, as for Jehovah's parting of the waters, Goedicke speculated that a volcanic eruption on the island of Thera, north of Crete, in 1477 B.C. caused a huge tidal wave which drowned the Egyptians as they were hotly pursuing the Jews across a desiccated appendage of the Red Sea.

Above the Law

Five people were dead. Everything pointed to the involvement of diamond merchant Irwin Margolies. And yet the FBI and New York City police were both sitting on their hands and saying it was not under their jurisdiction. The entire case was incredible, even by modern American standards. It began last year, when Margolies's Candor Diamond Corporation was forced into bankruptcy by an Irving Trust Company subsidiary which claimed to have been tricked into accepting $6 million in bogus accounts receivable. Candor's comptroller, Margaret Barbera, 38, admitted to conspiracy to commit fraud in a plea bargain agreement. Margolies at once threatened to kill her, as even his own lawyer at the time has testified. Barbera was frantic. She began taking karate lessons, put metal bars on her windows, changed her door lock, and installed a car alarm. Then, on January 5, her friend Jennie Soo Chin, the mother of four, disappeared after visiting for the night. Her blood-stained car was found a week later. Barbera and her lawyer, James R. Coley, Jr., asked assistant U.S. attorney Steve Schlesinger for protection again and again. He said that Margolies was under surveillance and there was no danger. On April 12, shortly before Barbera was scheduled to testify in federal court, she was abducted by a masked gunman. Three CBS employees tried to help her, and were shot dead. Barbera's body was found the next morning.

As of April 14, local police still had no interest in Margolies's whereabouts. "That's a federal matter," said a spokesman. At first the FBI wasn't interested either, and called the slayings a matter for city police. Finally, however, the G-men arrested Margolies and his wife at their $500,000 estate in Greenburgh, New York, on a fraud charge. They were then immediately released on $200,000 bail.

Sexiest Minorities

Playgirl (Sept. 1982) nominated the following as the "Ten Sexiest Men" of the year: George Burns, octogenarian Jewish show-bizzer; Bryant Gumbel, dusky NBC matididual anchorman; Paul Simonon, punk rock racial hybrid; Seiji Ozawa, Japa­nese baton waver; Ben Bradlee, etiolated WASP news hack who claims some Polish Jewish ancestors; Steven Spielberg, the world's most overpublicized Jew; Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, 7'2" black basketball freak. That left three "sexy" Majority males: David Stockman, 19th-century economist; Tommy John, good ole boy pitcher; Mel Gibson, Fun City film star who now resides in Australia. Executive director of Playgirl, which features full frontal nudes of mostly Nordic men, is Diane Grosskopf.

Porn, Porn Everywhere

The pornographers claim they never force their wares on anyone. But anyone who has been a healthy adolescent male recently knows otherwise. When the naked women are on the magazine rack, it can be very hard indeed to sublimate one's interests. As the porno material has become blatantly "gynecological" in nature, since about 1970, many of its young consumers and browsers have come to wish it was less readily available. If this is a recognition of weakness, a confession that we "can't stand freedom," as many liberals know, of our willingness, of our willingness to express our love of body, then so be it. The simple truth is that raw sex rapidly drives sublimated sex, romance and the like out of the marketplace, just as bad money drives out good, and nonwhite workers drive out white workers. If we want "total sexual freedom" we can have it, or something approaching it, but we cannot afford to have it in places like the neighborhood drug store or A & P -- or its summer and browsers have come to wish it was less readily available. If this is a recognition of weakness, a confession that we "can't stand freedom," as many liberals know, of our willingness, of our willingness to express our love of body, then so be it. The simple truth is that raw sex rapidly drives sublimated sex, romance and the like out of the marketplace, just as bad money drives out good, and nonwhite workers drive out white workers. If we want "total sexual freedom" we can have it, or something approaching it, but we cannot afford to have it in places like the neighborhood drug store or A & P -- or its presence will in turn undermine the freedom of less blatant alternatives. It is largely an either/or proposition. Many over-exposed young Americans are coming to understand this.

No one has better cause for hating the creators of Playboy and Penthouse magazines than Instaurationists. We believe that Nordic humanity stands at the pinnacle of nature, and consequently we recognize the intense interest of men everywhere in the Nordic female. The popular porno magazines have corralled this age-old interest, which formerly balanced an appreciation of the mind and soul against a love of body, and which concerned itself ultimately with the perpetuation and increase of the admired excellence (as in Shakespeare's Sonnets). They have reduced it to an animal lust which aims solely at the present gratification of the often racially illicit lust.

The celebration of Nordic female virtues -- in the most one-sidedly physical way possible -- is used by the big pornographers as a weapon against the Nordic male. Take, as an example, a recent issue of Penthouse. Among its 13 major articles were three nude photo features and three pitches for the hedonistic, super-materialist lifestyle. That left seven articles. Two of them blasted away at white Rhodesians, for this was shortly before their collapse. Another was entitled "Why We Need Illegal Aliens." A fourth rehashed the Holocaust in the most irresponsible way, defaming the entire German medical profession. One lambasted West Point. One showed two Nordic male models cavorting with a black female. And the last, entitled "Sex and the Liberated Arab," gloated over how swarthy sheiks are using their unearned petrodollars to buy up many of Europe's most stunning women:

Like most gentlemen, WOGs [West­ernized Oriental gentlemen] prefer blondes, and WOG demand for Caucasian flesh is at a premium.

"Les Alpes," a worldly-wise Parisian casting agent confided to me in a studio crammed with hot models, "want blondes."

"Well, what kind of blondes?" I inquired. "Scandinavian?"

"Yes, Swedish," he replied. "You know, tall, long legs, blue eyes. That kind."

I glanced around the studio while the agent opened portfolios. A dozen of the loveliest women I'd ever seen were so close that I could breathe down their necks -- it only I had petrodollars.

A royal flush of antiwhite racism may not appear in every issue of Penthouse and Playboy, but neither is the preceding case unique. And the amazing part of it is that millions of drooling white males purchase this garbage every month. Publishers Bob Guccione and Hugh Hefner are using the readers' sexual instinct, and degraded versions of several higher instincts, in order to undermine their racial instinct.

Any enemy of Hugh Hefner is a good friend of ours. Foremost in this category is the Chicago Statement Foundation (CSF), Box 40945, Washington, D.C. 20016, a primarily Christian group which is battling sexual exploitation in cities across the country. The Chicago Statement estimates that up to one million American children are involved in forms of child pornography or prostitution. Madison Avenue's exploitation of Brooke Shields (who only now has reached age 17) sets the tone.
Rival Lazaruses

Remember the famous Holocaust pic of the little boy in the Warsaw ghetto being hauled off to the gas chambers by bestial Nazis? In 1978 the London Jewish Chronicle revealed he was alive and well in England, where he had become a prosperous businessman (Instauration July 1979). Well, now he has a rival. Dr. Tsvi Nussbaum, an affluent ear, nose and throat specialist in New York, claims he is the real hands-up heart wrencher.

After the Jewish Chronicle exposed the photo was still used to boost Holocaust literature sales worldwide and remained a prominent exhibit at the Yad Vashem museum of horrors in Jerusalem.

In best-selling novels the dead hero often reappears just in time to save the plot. This time two rival heroes come back from the dead to ruin the plot. Nevertheless, it will take much more than the truth to bring the Holocaust story down to earth. Truth may be stranger than fiction, but in medias res it is now inseparable from fiction.

Attack of the Killer Doughnuts

The eggheads of the Population Association of America recently gathered in San Diego for their 51st annual convention. They proclaimed the 1970s as the “beginning of the end” for segregation (read: the white race) in America. Larry Long, the chief analyst of the Census Bureau’s Center for Demographic Studies, had this to say:

The metropolitan area may increasingly be thought of as a doughnut, the hole of which is expanding outward, and the hole is getting deeper as population loss continues to accelerate. I’m convinced that one of the trends that people will be looking for in the 1980s is something people will be speculating about, will be just when the cities will bottom out.

We may reach the bottom when the last person who wants to leave St. Louis has left. St. Louis is now back to what its population was in 1890; St. Louis has lost half its population since the Second World War. Detroit is back to where it was in 1925. Cleveland is back to where it was in the First World War.

What about the many people who would have preferred staying in St. Louis? Might all this hustle be a sign of collective madness? No, said urban planner John K. Goodman, Jr. White people are not fleeing crime, blacks or high taxes. It’s just that all of the suitable housing happens to be located on the outer side of the doughnut. So are the jobs, noted Long. People aren’t leaving the cities because of their “values” or “preferences.” It is just that, for some odd reason, the employers keep locating jobs further and further out in the country.

What the demographers should have said is that hundreds of giant doughnuts are wrecking America. The outer edges are gobbling up precious farmland and woods and fresh air. The inner holes are eating away at the doughnuts themselves. These are the real “black holes.” We see them appearing right before our eyes. We know their cause and we know their effect. So do the politicians, the bureaucrats and the “experts.” We are not afraid to talk about them. They are, so they talk about doughnuts instead of race. For them the only black holes are in deep space.

The Homo Disease

More and more advertisers these days are turning to a “recession-proof market” -- the homosexual community. Reader polls in several “gay” publications show that many sexual inverts now have more money than they know what to do with. The Advocate’s survey found an annual median income of $30,000 for homo males in 1980. Nationally, only 6.9% of all men earn more than $35,000 annually, but 28% of Advocate readers make more than $40,000 -- and they only have their queer little selves to spend it on. Harper & Row, Heublen and Perrier are some of the firms wooing their dollars. Seagram advertises its Boodles Gin with a “famous men of history” campaign: all of those shown allegedly were queer. Ads for Calvin Klein jeans show young, shirtless men, usually blond, lying around in provocative poses. Macy’s has adopted the same huckstering approach.

One reason why the “gays” are making a lot more money than struggling family men is the emergence of a “gay-old-boy network” at campus job placement centers around the country. Another is the readiness of Jewish employers in several sensitive fields to hire homosexuals because their presence seems (deceptively) to demonstrate a lack of prejudice against the majority. It is increasingly dangerous to let straight white men rise too far on Broadway, for example, because they might spill the beans about the rotten nature of the whole enterprise. David Rothenberg, a member of the New York Human Rights Commission, is alarmed by the growing recognition of “gays’” as an economic and cultural elite and finds the resentment against them dangerous.

At Smith College, the lesbian lifestyle now has “a fair amount of trendiness associated with it.” Happily heterosexual women have begun saying they want to “try it.” Being a part of the mutually back-scratching queer community offers more and more advantages. Queers are becoming “valued allies” and “powerbrokers” in many campus coalitions. Some women are being told they cannot be “true feminists” unless they are also lesbians. One Harvard woman is worried that heterosexuality is coming to seem “weird.”

But Mother Nature is belatedly collecting her dues. A deadly disease syndrome is invading several of America’s largest queer communities. Hundreds are dying from the breakdown of their bodily immune systems. The victim’s T-cells, which normally fight off viruses, funguses and certain cellular parasites, have lost their capacity to combat infection. Rare forms of pneumonia and skin cancer are flourishing in several “gay” centers. The medical profession is at a loss to explain it or cure it. It’s a tragedy for the individuals involved. But it is also a stern warning to potential homos that homosexuality has devastating physical as well as devastating psychological consequences.

Understanding the Jewish Male


• The Jewish tough guy raises his children never to forget their Jewishness. From the street he teaches the truth of life: “You only live once and that is with yourself.”

• The shikse should know that the first thing her Jewish wooper will tell her is that he is totally honest. The second thing he’ll tell her could be a lie.

• The Jewish man knows somebody, somewhere, who can get anything, anywhere.

• He is looking for a woman who will take care of him the way he is taking care of the world.

• He has considered a nose job, but won’t grow a mustache unless his Gentile
hairdresser tells him he should.

- He talks liberation and equality, knowing in his heart that no woman could be equal.
- He is not comfortable without money. He is not quite comfortable with it. He overworks for it.
- To the Jewish man, yelling triggers a Holocaust of memories -- his fights with business associates over power, his business associates' fights with him over power, his fights with absolute strangers over absolutely nothing.
- He knows all the horse races are fixed and thinks he knows the cousin of the brother-in-law who fixes them.
- Things a Jewish man should know about a shikshe: She never had her nose fixed. She was not taught money is power. She was not taught position is power. She was not taught power was a protection against the bad powerful world. She was not taught power is power. She will lend you money and never think about it again.
- The shikshe must realize that her Jewish psychiatrist knows what her problem is: sex is dirty.

Zionist Nuclear Blackmail

It has long been Instauration's view that the Arabs are not the only people who have reason to fear Israel. Sooner or later, nations far removed from the Promised Land will be subjected to the Middle Eastern version of Finladization called Lebanonization. In an age of high war technology, very small nations can control very large nations by the threatened use of weapons of mass destruction. The mouse with the Uzi can bell the cat. Certainly any country, no matter how small or poor, with an arsenal of 50 or so hydrogen bombs and the means to deliver them, can lord it over any non-nuclear country, no matter how large and rich.

Senator Percy has solemnly declared that Israel is considered by some military experts to be the third most powerful nation in the world, an authentic superpower that stands next to the U.S. and Russia in armed might. A new book, Two Minutes Over Baghdad by Amos Perlmutter, Michael Hendel and Uri Bar-Yosef, three Israeli professors, claims that Israel now has more than 200 nuclear warheads.

What's more, it is busy pooling its expertise with Taiwan and South Africa in the design and construction of cruise missiles capable of delivering nuclear city-busters anywhere within a 1,500-mile radius. This would permit Israel to level quite a few Russian cities and allow Taiwan to blow up Shanghai and Canton. As for South Africa, if it decided to launch a nuclear salvo against its northern neighbors, there wouldn't be much left of urban Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Angola.

One can well imagine what might de-

velop on the international scene when Israel has an arsenal of nuclear-tipped cruise missiles. Let us suppose that Russia decided to halt the exit of all Jewish dissidents or that an anti-Semitic political movement was about to come to power in Rome or that rationally anti-Zionist Muslim fundamentalists seized control of Egypt. The Zionists with their fingers on the button might push the button. Or suppose Begin or a racial nut like Begin decided that Greece should send an annual tribute of $50 million to Jerusalem. What could the Greeks do but comply, if their refusal meant the nuking of Athens?

It is true that Russia could turn Israel into a pile of rubble in response to any Zionist threat. But as every Russian and every Zionist knows, an attack on Israel is equivalent to an attack on the United States, Israel's client state. The Russians would certainly have to do a lot of soul-searching before making a nuclear reply to even the most outlandish and outrageous Jewish blackmail.

By its bombing of the Baghdad reactor Israel set a precedent for other nations. If Zionist cruise missiles can hit any part of the Middle East and large areas of southern Russia and southeastern Europe, then maybe more countries might have or want them. On the other hand, has any one American official, one of whose publications are now extended to the World War II revisionists, who are still routinely branded as "neo-Nazis," despite the fact that Rassner's socialism, Fauroiss's announced dislike for anti-Semitism, Butz's professorial stance, James J. Martin's libertarianism, and Elmer Barnes's lies on the Holocaust have been carefully elucidated in (unprinted) letters to the Post's editors.

Shaw also has the support of Turkish officialdom, one of whose publications argues that "the stories of massacres were in fact largely invented by Armenian nationalist leaders in Paris and London during World War II and spread throughout the world through the British intelligence." Since the Turks refuse to offer reparations or even apologies for their nationalism excesses, the Post rewards them by calling the events of 1915 a "mis-disputed historical incident." The Germans, on the other hand, have paid many billions of marks, and an even greater price in national reputation and self-esteem, for their own spell of immoderation -- only to see it increasingly defined as the pivotal event in world history and quite possibly the foundation for a new Judeocentric world religion to replace the faltering old one.

Stanford Shaw maintains that the Ottoman government did its best to control a situation in which "some 6 million people -- Turks, Greeks, Arabs, Armenians, Jews and others -- were being killed by a combination of revolts, bandit attacks, massacres, and counter-massacres, and famine and disease, compounded by destructive and brutal foreign invasions . . . ." By this account, perhaps one-twentieth of the victims were Armenians, though they have gotten most of the press. Not a bit surprisingly, Richard G. Hovannisian, an Armenian American on the UCLA history faculty, says, "I have grave reservations about the caliber of [Shaw's] scholarship."

One despairs of uncovering the full truth regarding brutal episodes enveloped by the chaos of collapsing empires. Less refractory to analysis are the obvious parallels between Shaw's thesis and that of Arthur Butz, who seeks to place the acknowledged Jewish suffering of the 1940s in the context of ongoing partisan attacks, massive aerial bombardment, famine, disease and massive population displacements. There are also striking similarities between the knee-jerk hostile reaction of most Armenians to Shaw and of most Jews to Butz.

A full knowledge of the past is beyond our reach. A clearer understanding of the past-as-present may be well within it.
You know you’re in trouble if:

You enjoy any of the old Marx brothers films. Or if any of the brothers — particularly Groucho — amuses you.
You can listen to rock music.
You derive any pleasure from modern art. Or modern music.
John Lennon seemed fully human to you.
You spend time watching sports dominated by black athletes.
You vote in any sort of election.
You can make sense out of pronouncements from Jesse Jackson and Ralph Abernathy.
Newspaper accounts of natural disasters in such places as Bangladesh get you excited.
You can read anything by Susan Sontag or Nora Ephron.
You can sit through a Woody Allen film.
Menahem Begin seems at all human to you.
Any U.S. Senator or Representative seems more than a wimp.
Any U.S. President seems more than a figurehead. Ditto any North European, Canadian or Australian leader.
You can read anything by John Updike, John Cheever, Norman Mailer or Joseph Heller.
You think the state of Israel is “an outpost of Western values.”
You took Jack or Bobby Kennedy seriously. You take Ted seriously now.
You laugh (or smirk) at the suggestion that you live in a country controlled by minorities.
You fail to see the propaganda in Steven Spielberg’s films.
You fail to see the propaganda in all prime time television.
You believed that Richard Nixon was going to turn the country around.
You think things are going to get better.
You can sit through a Dudley Moore film.
You can read The New Yorker.
You think England has a chance.
You like to go to France.
You care about the “Holocaust.”
You spend much time with Jews.
You believe that there is still a basic strength in Americans, especially in the working class.
You believe that computers will solve all our problems.
You allow your children to watch “Sesame Street.”
You can read the New York Times.
You find yourself caring about illegal aliens being repatriated.
You can read books by William Styron.
You believed that Ronald Reagan was going to turn the country around.
You think Harry Truman was our most courageous president.

You can listen to Don Rickles, Henny Youngman, Shecky Green or Rodney Dangerfield.
New York seems an attractive city.
You ever owned a record by the Beatles.
You spend much time with blacks.
You think Frank Sinatra is all right.
You believe in the young.
You think America’s most pressing problem is military parity with the Soviet Union.
You think Henry Kissinger had (or has) the best interests of the United States at heart.
You believe that “the ordinary people” of the United States would take steps against minority domination if they really knew how extensive it is.
You imagine that any Jew in the United States does not give his primary allegiance to Israel.
You believe that blacks can be “educated” to intellectual, economic or social parity. Ditto Hispanics.
You are moved by photographs of black welfare families living in cockroach-infested slums.
You can listen to Bill Cosby, Alan King or Milton Berle.
You play video games.
You believe that a modus vivendi can be worked out with any Jew (or any number of Jews) on any level.
You take Jerry Falwell and the Moral Majority seriously.
You believe that technology will solve our problems.
You care about “the plight of the Haitians.”
You believe that America has a “free enterprise” economy.
You believe the rich and the powerful when they tell you they care about America. Or about you.
You find yourself embracing formal Christianity.
You believe that any Jew can like you.
You believe in democracy in a large, multiracial country.
You think that it is important to have “the rule of law,” and that we could not manage without lawyers.
You take Bill Buckley and the National Review seriously.
You can read books by Saul Bellow, Herman Wouk and Michael Korda.
You believe in pharmaceutical remedies.
James Reston has meaning for you.
So do Walter Cronkite and Dan Rather. So did Walter Lippmann.
You believe the present United States has a future.
You think Barney Baruch was a patriot.
You believe that, given the choice between retaining their money and being allowed to clean up the “American mess,” most conservatives would unhesitatingly let their money go.
You think Menahem Begin has not read the American character perfectly.
You have no curiosity about the past, but live entirely in the present.
You are afraid to ask yourself what you would do if given a
chance to live fully.
You are a physical fitness fanatic.
You can watch movies starring Elliott Gould, Dustin Hoffman and Barbra Streisand.
You believe in American universities.
You love gadgets — video recorders, stereo systems, food blenders, etc., etc.
You devote time to such pastimes as gourmet cooking, vintage automobiles and collecting art.
You believe in capitalism, socialism or communism.
You think there is a difference between Republicans and Democrats.
You believe in Freud.
You are amused by Neil Simon plays.
You are positive that as long as you have material well-being nothing else matters.

Notes from the Sceptred Isle

Readers of the London Review of Books were startled last February to see the headline, AMERICA’S DEFEAT BY ISRAEL, emblazoned across its cover. The article by Ian Gilmour dealt with three new books on the Middle East crisis, primarily The Struggle for Peace in the Middle East by Mahmoud Riad (Charles River Books, Boston). Riad, “a skilled, tough and likeable soldier turned diplomat,” was Egyptian foreign minister from 1964 to 1972 and then secretary-general of the Arab League until 1979. Gilmour describes Riad as being in a better position than anybody else still living to give an inside account of all those years. He has grasped the opportunity and in this important book he gives a graphic and penetrating account of the diplomatic roundabout from 1967 to 1979.

Riad believes that from a Zionist perspective America’s politicians can be divided into two classes. Some, like Johnson, Nixon and Kissinger, have happily tailed the Israeli dog. Others, like Dean Rusk, William Rogers, Cyrus Vance, Ford and Carter have occasionally tried to be even-handed and, less occasionally, have had the audacity to consider American interests above those of Israel, though Riad hastens to add this qualifier:

But whichever class they belonged to, whether they were willing or unwilling, they all ended up playing Israel’s game and abandoned the search for a comprehensive peace, Israel ultimately controlled American policy, whoever was nominally in charge of it.

In documenting “this extraordinary — and, for the Americans, humiliating — state of affairs,” Gilmour pauses to note a single exception.

Rusk warned [Mahmoud Riad] that “no future American administration” would put pressure on Israel. But one past American administration, that of President Eisenhower, did. Eisenhower strongly opposed the Israeli-Franco-British invasion of Egypt in 1956 even though it coincided with the climax of his campaign for re-election; and then he insisted on Israel’s total evacuation of the Sinai in 1957, even though Ben Gurion has claimed that it was not part of Egypt and that it “had been liberated” by the Israelis.

Zionist control of America’s Middle East policy is maintained primarily by three methods, writes Gilmour. First, immense pressure is exerted on presidential candidates, to keep them from making “a fair and sensible speech” on the issue. Candidate John Connally was “taught a sharp lesson” in this regard in 1979-80.

Gilmour did not recite the grisly details of the Connally case. Speaking before the Washington Press Club, the former governor of Texas and Nixon’s treasury secretary, deplored Israel’s “creeping annexation of the West Bank” and demanded that America put its own interests in the region first. He also sent Israeli Ambassador Ephraim Evron a message to “stop inciting the American Jewish community against me.” His campaign chairman, Winton (Red) Blount, charged that the Israeli government was orchestrating an anti-Connally campaign. Suddenly, nearly all Jewish leaders and organizations were calling Connally a “fanatic” and an “unspeakable disaster.”

On November 17, 1979, Rabbi Emanuel Rackman, the American former president of Israel’s Bar-Ilan University, pulled out all the stops. Using the establishmentarian Jewish Week-American Examiner as his forum -- it is published at One Park Avenue in New York by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, which is owned by the Israeli government and the worldwide Jewish Agency -- the rabbi likened Connally at great length to Adolf Hitler and the Biblical figure Amalek, who he found worse than anti-Semitic pikers like Yasser Arafat and ‘Pharaoh.’
“If only we had stopped Hitler early enough,” wrote Rackman, “millions of Jews would still be alive. And Connally must be held at all costs. He must not even get near the nomination! He must be destroyed, at least politically, as soon as possible.” The article continued in this murderous vein to the very end. Gentle readers were appalled. Most, including Connally and his staff, saw it as a clear threat of assassination. The Secret Service was notified. But, as Rackman had noted, “It is sufficiently early to make Connally look ridiculous and destroy him politically without bloodshed.” And, in the ensuing months, Connally’s rising star plummeted and he became a “minor candidate.”

The second means through which Zionists control America’s Middle East policy is their profound influence on the mass media. The third, and, Gilmour believes, the “most important engine of influence” is the U.S. Senate. Here Jewish-Israeli lobbying is so effective that “the Senate sometimes seems to be merely a vast Zionist rotten borough.” Gilmour speaks disgustedly of “the usual 85 senators” who consistently have sabotaged the rare efforts of presidents like Ford to reassess America’s Middle East policy. Reagan’s AWACS initiative last autumn barely cleared the notorious Senate hurdle, even with the president’s personal lobbying.

Gilmour is at his best in describing the late Egyptian president, Anwar Sadat, whom he knew personally.

Although inexperienced in international affairs, he seldom took the advice of his talented experts, and expected his generosity towards other nations to be reciprocated: and no amount of experience to the contrary altered his behavior. He continued to cast his bread on the waters although it virtually never came back to him. Combined with this naïvety about the ways of the world was a marked distaste and ineptitude for detailed negotiation. Such an attitude would have led to trouble whoever his partners or opponents had been: in negotiating with Kissinger and the Israelis it was crippling.

Sadat’s first notable exploit on the international scene was the expulsion of the Soviet technicians from Egypt in 1972. This was something on which the U.S. put high value, and if he had concert ed his actions with the Americans, he would have wrung considerable concessions from them. But Sadat did not consult the West, and therefore got nothing from them. During the years that followed, Sadat showed a similar tendency to throw his cards away. So far from being an oriental bargainer, he disdained to bargain at all. Hence other people got the bargains, and Sadat paid for them. Both other people got the bargains, and Sadat paid for them. Both by the other side. He also allowed himself to be split from Syria — Mr. Riad leaves no doubt that the blame for the Egypt-Syria split must be ascribed to Egypt. Sadat presumably thought he was building up good will, but in diplomacy good will is not a bankable asset. Riad reports on one meeting with Kissinger that left “a sour taste in his mouth” because of the latter’s deviousness not just towards him but towards members of the American administration: Sadat had no such feelings. He was charmed by Kissinger and emptied his pocket to him. They were not refilled. The second [Sinai] disengagement agreement showed a similar pattern. Kissinger got what he wanted, Israel got a lot, Sadat got little. Sadat was left with the popularity; Begin got the spoils.

Gilmour’s portrayal of Sadat (arguable as it may be) reminds one of the “innocent Gentile” character Virgil in the classic Canadian movie, “The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz” (1974), which appears on television periodically. In the film, Richard Dreyfuss plays a Jewish hustler coming of age in Montreal, and Randy Quaid is his perfect foil, a poetically-minded bumpkin. Gilmour makes it plain that Begin and Kissinger are leathery-skinned Duddy Kravitz types. As for the “gullible” Sadat, “he went on saying that America held 99 percent of the cards and refused to recognize that America would not play them without Israeli permission. He either should have held out for much better terms or gone home without an agreement.” His predecessor, Gamal Abdel Nasser, could have had in 1968-9 what Sadat achieved at Camp David. Indeed, he might have got Gaza as well. But Nasser was opposed to Egypt’s deserting its allies and concluding a separate peace. “The West Bank,” he declared, “is more important to me than Sinai.”

At Camp David, President Carter saw clearly that Sadat was throwing his cards away one by one. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance wanted to intervene and help the Egyptian president. But Carter was in deep political trouble and consistently overruled him. According to Riad, Begin arrived at Camp David “in the same extremist frame of mind as when in his early years he butch ered the villagers of Deir Yassin.”

Gilmour adds that Begin’s extremism is “in many ways not unrepresentative” of his nation’s mentality. After all, the ruling Likud party’s chant still includes the words, “The West Bank is ours and the East Bank [Jordan] too.” The party’s symbol is a map of “greater Israel” embracing the whole of Hussein’s Hashemite Kingdom. It is as if official Mexican maps put Texas and California on the south side of the border.

Gilmour draws one important lesson. Since America cannot act, Europe and the Arab world must. Only if they present reasonably united fronts will Washington’s hand be forced.

John Nobull is on vacation. This month’s column was written by another stalwart British Instaurationist.

**Ponderable Quotes**

The progress of civilization is not favorable to woman. She is at her best in the so-called barbaric periods; later epochs destroy her hegemony, curtail her physical beauty, reduce her from the lofty position she enjoyed among the Dorian tribes to the bejeweled servitude that was hei iot in Ionia and Attica, and ultimately compel her to regain through hetaerism the influence of which she has been deprived in marital relations.

**J.H. Bachofen**

Mother Right

Words make the infinite finite, symbols carry the spirit beyond the finite world of becoming into the realm of infinite being.

**J.H. Bachofen**

Essay on Mortuary Symbolism
Talking Numbers

Several thousand Jews remained -- and survived -- in Berlin throughout World War II, Leonard Gross has written in The Last Jews in Berlin (Simon and Schuster, N.Y. 1982). As late as 1943, Gross reports, 26,000 Jews lived in theonet ime capita l of a onetime united Germany.

442 physicians, who got their degrees in medicine with the help of federal student loans, are delinquent in repayment, although they collected $12.4 million in Medicare and Medicaid fees in 1980-81. The Harvard Medical School has 25 welchers on its faculty. Howard University has 582 former medical students who have failed to pay back $585,000. Overall, 4,293 graduates of 37 medical schools are deadbeats.

In 1979 the average white family in New Jersey earned $22,830; the average black family $13,945; the average Hispanic family $15,151; the average Asian family $27,298. Most Asians come under the classification of "protected groups," which gives them advantages over white Americans in regard to welfare benefits, job opportunities and government loans and contracts.

Americans of Scottish origin are better educated and have higher incomes than members of 7 other European-descended, single-ancestry groups, according to a new Census Bureau study. The average Scottish-American family has an income of $20,018. Second were German Americans with $17,531. Lowest were Spanish Americans with $10,607. Scots, the only group that is 100% literate, also had the lowest unemployment rate (2.1%) and the highest proportion of high school graduates (81.2%). This study also included Americans of English, French, Irish, Italian and Polish descent. It did not include Jews.

Smoking causes 150,000 deaths a year, but college students and the League of Women Voters rank nuclear power as posing the greatest risk to health. Nuclear power, according to Dow's Review (Sept. 1979) and Scientific American (Feb. 1982) causes 100 deaths a year, 50 less than contraceptives, which are 20th on the LWV list.

50 black and Asian councillors won seats in the town halls of London in the British capital's recent borough elections -- a gain of about 100%. Only one of the 50 was a Tory.

Two-thirds of the foreign students entering this country each year come to study engineering or other branches of technology. Very many avoid returning to their homelands by applying for special "high technology" visas which permit them to stay and work in the U.S. In some small scientific communities aliens make up 40% of the engineering staff. Of the 2,700 engineering Ph.D.s to be handed out this year by American universities, about 38% will go to foreign students. 50% of all those studying higher math in this country are foreigners.

In 16 home games this year the Pittsburgh Pirates attracted an attendance of 166,235 baseball fans, compared to 222,086 for the same number of games last year. 11 of the Pirates' 25 players are white. "The people won't come out if you have too many blacks on a team," says Howie Haak, the Pirates' chief scout.

Hispanic watchdog organizations demanded that President Reagan fire J. Peter Grace, head of the Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, when he announced the food stamp program was really a federal subsidy of Puerto Rico. Of the $11.5 billion allocated to food stamp in fiscal 1981, Grace claimed $904 million went to Puerto Rico. This did not include the 2.1 million Puerto Ricans living in the U.S. In regard to the 900,000 Puerto Ricans in New York, Grace claimed "almost all" were on food stamps.

Asian Indians (most of them belonging to the Patel, Desai and Ladha families) now own more than 3,000 U.S. motels. Hindus, apparently, have taken full advantage of the federal regulation that gives the right of residency to foreigners who invest $40,000 in American business. On the West Coast the same $40,000 has been used over and over again by various Patel family migrants. Some insurance companies have cancelled the insurance of Asian Indian motel owners after the emergence of various arson-for-profit stories stimulated by fires in Patel hostries.

The General Accounting Office says federal aid is unwarrantedly lavish on flunking college students. One received $15,587 in government aid while racking up lower than a D+ average for 5 years. Some students spend "up to 8 academic years" in college, acquiring failing grades while their studies are funded by taxpayers. Colleges with large proportions of blacks are noted for their reluctance to expel flunkers.

Ernest Morial, New Orleans' black mayor, was reelected earlier this year by garnering 53.2% of the vote, as against 46.8% for his white opponent, State Senator Ron Faucheux. Morial received 98% of the black vote, 16% of the white vote. White registration in New Orleans was 53.72%; black 46.27%. Casting their ballots for Morial were such prominent vote splitters as socialist Brooke H. Duncan, former king of the Mardi Gras revels, and Darwin Charles Fenner, an influential attorney. The Jewish-owned Newhouse paper, the Times Picayune, beat the media drums heavily for Morial.

1,220,000 Israelis, 28% of the total population, pay only $10 a month rent for their apartments, according to Israel's Central Statistical Bureau -- one more reason Americans have to pour billions of dollars a year into Beginstlan.

Gov. Jerry Brown of California refused to order the extradition of Dennis Banks, an Indian gunman, to South Dakota. William Janklow, the governor of the latter state, got even by offering 93 suspects charged with burglary, forgery, pickpocketing and an assortment of other crimes a choice of a trial or the dismissal of all charges if they promised to go to California. All 93 opted for Cloud-Cuckoo-Land. Janklow commented: "It's like the Statue of Liberty. We feel there's a beacon in California -- 'Give us your felons, your pickpockets, your crooked masses yearning to be free.'"

Israel's Central Statistical Bureau estimates that the Zionist state needs 60,000 immigrants (olim) a year to make up for the low Jewish birthrate and the steady population drain caused by the annual excess of emigrants over immigrants. In 1980-81 there were 51,000 of the former and 38,000 of the latter.

Although Israel would be bankrupt if it had to pay its own way, 550,000 Israelis spent $600 million on vacations abroad in 1981. In a sort of reverse Exodus, 50,000 to 60,000 Israelis went to Egypt, while only 2,000 Egyptians visited Israel.

More than 1 million Israelis or approximately one-third of the adult population of the country play the stock market. Winnings are not taxed.

A recent Gallup Poll indicated 45% of Canadians would rather fight a nuclear war than live under Communist rule. In 1962 the figure was 65%.
Talking Numbers

More than 44% of federal retirees are double dippers. Most of those who retire from the bureaucracy get more in pensions within 3 to 5 years than they earned at their top salaries, according to former Massachusetts Congressman Hastings Keith. Some CETA workers receive pensions after one month's work.

The Carnegie Commission for Higher Education has revealed that there are approximately 50,000 full-time Jewish professors on the faculties of U.S. colleges and universities. The faculties of the 17 leading universities are about 17% Jewish. Of this 17%, 25% teach law, 22% teach medicine, 20% biochemistry, 15-20% psychology, bacteriology and economics, 14% physics, chemistry and math.

Dan Rather pockets $800,000 annually for anchoring the CBS Evening News. A U.S. receptionist averages $10,900 a year; her counterpart in Switzerland $17,920. A U.S. Army private's pay is $5,500; an Indian army recruit gets $259 a year. Marlon Brando "earned" $2.75 million for 11 days work in a grade Z propaganda movie called "The Formula."

The Environmental Fund reckons that 5 million illegal aliens force 1.66 million American citizens to lose their jobs and go on welfare at an annual cost of $12.2 billion. Other Fund figures: In 1980 the natural increase of the U.S. population (births minus deaths) was 59%; the increase due to immigration, 41%. If present demographic trends continue, in the year 2022 natural increase will fall to zero and immigration will provide 100% of U.S. population growth.

The present population of Mexico is 70 million. According to U.N. soothsayers, Mexico will be the habitat of 116 million people in 2000; 163 million in 2030.

One prison in Britain now has a 50% black inmate population; three are up to 30%.

Primate Watch

PRISCILLA FORD, the 56-year-old Negress who ran down and killed six whites on Reno's Casino Row on Thanksgiving Day in 1980, was sentenced to die in Nevada's gas chamber on July 22. The day came and passed, and Ms. Ford still lived. Only whites, and only very few of them, have been executed in recent years.

GARY ROWE, JR., an FBI informer and professional entrapper, was in the car from which came the shot that killed the pro-black Detroit racist agitator, Viola Liuzzo, in 1965. Two of the Klansmen who went to jail for the murder have testified that it was Rowe who actually pulled the trigger. An Alabama grand jury in 1978 indicted Rowe for homicide. Now a U.S. circuit court has ruled that Rowe cannot be prosecuted for the crime because the government granted him immunity. Meanwhile, a Georgia court refused to overturn segregatorist J.B. Stoner's conviction for bombing an empty building some 20 years ago in Alabama. He is free only until the Supreme Court hears his appeal. The punishment no longer fits the crime in this country; it fits the racism of the alleged criminal.

Arresting officers called it "the dirtiest stuff we have ever seen." Porno Palace proprietors MORDECHAI Ginsberg and HERMAN KATZ said they got most of it from Qiryat Anavim, in Jerusalem's western suburbs. According to "Katz, We have a big operation there: studios, video equipment, the works -- supplied courtesy of the U.S. taxpayer."

Meanwhile, New York City's biggest sex emporium has been thriving from a $65,000 Small Business Administration low-interest loan. The marquee of Show World Center, Inc., reads "Seven Live Bedroom Acts... Sex Fantasy Club." Employees are arrested regularly on obscenity charges. But WILLIAM GOLD, president of the investment company which secured the loan, said the SBA had approved a similar loan to a pornographic theater in Miami Beach.

DENNIS SCOTT KAPLAN, 24, of Lauderdale Lakes, Florida, took a young Ft. Lauderdale woman to a vacant field where he beat her, raped her and abandoned her. Broward County Circuit Judge ROBERT C. ADEL sentenced the convicted rapist to 120 days in the county jail and three years probation. He said he feared that Kaplan "might become the victim of violent sexual abuse" and develop homosexual tendencies if sent to a state prison. (After all, that was what psychologist R.K. BURNSTEN had told him.) The victim burst into tears when she heard the sentence. Assistant State Attorney Richard Ridgeway said, "I am appalled that this guy would get anything less than 15 years."

A 14-year-old black girl in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, was sentenced to 25 years in prison for murdering a 3-year-old white girl. JUDGE ROBERT ABEL blamed her act on racism, but did not say what kind of racism.

Apparently the fate of the American economy rests in the chubby hands of HENRY KAUFMAN, the son of a Jewish wholesale butcher from Wernings, Germany. When Kaufman became publicly bullish, the stock market shot up 80 points and the media rhapsodized about his formidable financial finesse. Kaufman reads economic palms for Salomon Brothers, the Wall Street bucket shop owned by Phibro Corporation, the Jewish commodities giant which in turn is a fief of the mond cartel.

Some interesting figures from the Encyclopaedia Judaica (Macmillan, New York, 1971, vol. 15, pp. 1622-23, 1634): 250,000 Jews served in the U.S. Armed Forces in World War I. "Some 3,500 lost their lives and 12,000 were wounded." 550,000 Jews served in World War II. "About 10,500 lost their lives, 24,000 were wounded, and 36,000 decorated for gallantry." Based on those figures, the Jewish war dead in World War I represented about 3% of the total; in World War II 2.48%. Spotlight figures were decidedly lower: 1.67% for World War I, 1.75% for World War II.

William Parham, hardworking crime statistician, predicts in 1982 the U.S. will be the scene of 24,000 felonious homicides, 600,000 forcible rapes, 700,000 armed robberies, 650,000 aggravated assaults and 20 million lesser crimes. The cost? $180 billion.

Last February, declares the Wall Street Journal, 600 public school teachers in Boston were fired because of their race. They were white, tenured and had an average 10 years seniority. The mass sacking, a sort of racial purge, was approved by the U.S. Court of Appeals. No black teachers were laid off. Instead, 15 were hired.
Canada. The grand meeting on “Multicultural-ism and the Law” came off as planned, with James Fleming, the federal minister of multiculturalism, in charge. But the “star of the show,” according to Vancouver Columnist reporter Doug Collins, was none other than Israel Ludwig, a Winnipeg Jew who is down on all things assertively white and/or lumbldn with talk,” warns Collins:

Thomas and Janet Reilly of Plainview, Long Island, were giving a party for their children and their children’s friends on the night of May 28-29, when five or six heavily armed black thugs burst through the door. Everyone was forced to undress while the intruders ransacked the house. A male guest was beaten and several women were sexually abused. An hour later, the same Brooklyn gang — ROBERT and MICHAEL WILLIAMS, ROBERT MARTIN, ROBERT SAMUEL and several reinforcements — raided the Sea Crest Diner in Old Westbury. This time, nearly 100 employees and patrons were terrorized for 45 minutes that seemed like an eternity. Couples were forced to disrobe and have sex. Two men were shot in the buttocks when they resisted. Several women were raped or otherwise abused. The proprietor was badly pistol-whipped. More than $100,000 in cash and jewels was taken in the twin robberies.

At the 1981 Spring Championships of the American Contract Bridge League (ACBL), held in Detroit, close to three-quarters of the winners had typically Jewish names. Two of the most Jewish names of all were in the headlines more recently when the team of KATZ & COHEN was readmitted following its five-year suspension in 1977 for signaling with an elaborate system of coughs and sniffs. The duo initially signed a letter of resignation and apologized for their conduct. Two months later, they decided they were really “innocent” and had been “coerced.” A drawn-out wrangle resulted, compelling the ACBL’s insurance company to pay Katz & Cohen $75,000 in legal expenses and the ACBL itself an even larger sum.

Auschwitz survivor LUCIAN LUDWIG KOZMINSKI, a Polish-born resident of Beverly Hills, pleaded guilty to defrauding fellow survivors of $47,000 in West German reparations payments. He ran a racket called the Wiedergutmachungs (Restitution) Office, which promised to help clients obtain the maximum payoff from the Bonn regime. On which he supposedly took a 15% commission, but he banked much of the money himself. Kozinski moved to Munich after the war and opened a cabaret. He came to the United States in 1968, and deportation proceedings were begun almost immediately on charges of fraud. They still continue. Even after representing thousands of American “survivors,” Kozinski claimed he had no property or income, and recently filed for bankruptcy. At his trial, he also pleaded guilty to a charge of fraudulent bankruptcy.

Some eight weeks after Israel’s rape of Lebanon, neither the president nor the State Department could determine whether the Israeli massacres were violating American law, or if American weapons where they were forbidden to use them, Presidents can and should be impeached for not faithfully executing the laws of the U.S. Instead, the B’nai B’rith congressman from Massachusetts, BARNEY FRANK, demanded that Secretary of State George Shultz explain how some members of the PLO got hold of American-made M-16 rifles.

WALTER CRONKITE, whose air time on CBS is virtually nil, still gets $1 million a year from the network.

Elsewhere

Canada. The grand meeting on “Multicultural-ism and the Law” came off as planned, with James Fleming, the federal minister of multiculturalism, in charge. But the “star of the show,” according to Vancouver Columnist reporter Doug Collins, was none other than Israel Ludwig, a Winnipeg Jew who is down on all things assertively white and/or Canadian. This Ludwig “is not someone dragged in off the street to fill a vacant hour with talk,” warns Collins:

He is a commissioner of race relations, being chairman of the race relations committee of the Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism. So he has Fleming’s ear. If Fleming has two ears, the other being tuned in to the East Indian and West Indian vote in his Toronto riding.

As might be expected, Ludwig is not an advocate of freedom of speech.

Rather, he believes in licenses and watchdogs and monitors and censors and monitors-of-watchdogs and censors of watchdog-monitors, ad absurdum.

For example, the Canadian Radio and Telecommunications Commission should, says Ludwig, be empowered to “revoke a broadcasting license if it is shown that a station is giving excessive time or prominence to racist groups.” Since groups like the Klan and the Nazis are all but nonexistent in Canada, what Ludwig means by “racists” is the estimated 7 million Canadians who want to keep their country white. As for newspapers, a strict racial control board is needed.

“There is no nook or cranny of society into which [ludwig] would not poke,” says Collins. Schools are to be “targeted” for multicult propaganda, which means that “any white kids left in them [will] be taught to forget their heritage.” Then there are teachers, policemen, prison guards... and journalists, no doubt. The Collins article was entitled, “Shriek of alien cultures grows as our society crumbles.” One wonders how it would have read had Israel Ludwig penned it. 
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Elsewhere

the German from the liberal professions, humiliate him by their scintillating opulence, hold him dependent on their capital; but, supreme insult, the voice of their newspapers tells him what he must do, what he must think, how he should be governed and with whom he must fight!

De Queiros’s opinion of Benjamin Disraeli is a memorable piece of historical defamation:

To this reason for his popularity [as a writer and a politician] must be added another -- propaganda. Never did any other statesman have such propaganda, never so continuous nor so effective. The major newspapers of England, Germany, Austria and even France are [no one would deny it] in the hands of Israelites. Now the Jewish world has never ceased to consider Lord Beaconsfield a Jew in spite of the drops of Christian water that have moistened his head [at the age of 17]. This insignificant incident never prevented Lord Beaconsfield from celebrating in his works and imposing by his own personality the superiority of the Jewish race -- and on the other hand, never hindered European Jewry from affording him the tremendous support of its gold, its plotting and its publicity. When he was young it was Jewish money that paid his debts. Later it is Jewish influence which gives him his first seat in Parliament; it is the Jewish heritage which blesses the success of his first government; finally, it is the press in the hands of Jews, the telegraph system in the hands of the Jews, which constantly praise him, extol his ability as a statesman, as an orator, as a hero, as a genius!

Another individual whose baptism did not detract from his Jewish behavior was Trebitsch-Lincoln (the Lincoln was added later because of his “admiration for Abraham”). According to a biography entitled, The Self-Made Villain by David Lamper and Laszlo Szenasi (Cassell, 1961), Trebitsch was born in Paks, Hungary, the son of a wealthy grain merchant. At the age of 20 he went to Hamburg, became a Christian and married a German. Then it was off to Montreal with a Presbyterian wife and children.

He wrote to another financier named Grainger (real name Goldstein) about forging Rowntree’s signature:

Don’t judge me. You can never be in such circumstances as I repeatedly was during the past 12 months. I was driven to desperation to do what I have done . . . So please, for God’s sake, keep the matter as your secret. The matter with Finklestone is settled, he being a Jew, treating me with sympathy as one of his race. Remember my wife and children.

At the outbreak of World War I Trebitsch-Lincoln somehow got involved with the British Secret Service. After some confusion as to whether he tried to lure the British or German navies into a trap, he fled to New York. There in the midst of evacuation proceedings he escaped his arresting officer by providing him with a woman for the night. Finally, he was returned to London and jailed for fraud. When the war ended, he went to Germany and was soon a leading light in the anti-Semitic Kapp organization. He reached the zenith of his power and glory in the Kapp Putsch, during which he seized all the matzo flour in Berlin and closed down the university “to weaken Jewish influence.” When the Putsch collapsed, he dabbled in Hohenzollern restoration plots until he pulled up stakes and went to China, where he became a Buddhist abbot. He died in Shanghai during World War II.

H.B. Gibson's The Man and His Work (Peter Owen, London) is an interesting biography of the noted psychologist, Hans Eysenck, who came to England from Germany in the 30s as a teenager. Although some have said he is and some have said he isn’t, the book states explicitly that he is not a Jew. His stepfather was Jewish, however, as is his second wife, who was born in Vienna and by whom he has four children. The book has a picture of Eysenck in a Berlin school in 1934. Half of his classmates are in Hitler Jugend uniforms. His father was an actor, a profession which occasionally comes out in the son.

Eysenck became a favorite target for the left when he supported Arthur Jensen’s pessimistic findings on black IQs, adding fuel to the fire by announcing that the Irish in Ireland also suffer from low IQs because of heavy and prolonged emigration. The Jensen connection started when Eysenck worked with him at an English hospital in 1956-58 as a postdoctoral fellow.

Eysenck has always been controversial. He has devoted much time and effort to debunking psychoanalysis and once published a study showing that people with psychiatric problems had a better rate of recovery when they avoided psychoanalysis.

In 1952, when Eysenck was presenting a paper on the effects of psychotherapy at a meeting of the British Psychological Society, a well-known Freudian professor ran down the aisle screaming, “traitor, traitor” and attempted to assault the speaker. Eysenck’s biographer observes, “Many lay people think of such professionals as cool and reasonable people, but this is hardly borne out in practice.” Eysenck himself has said:

Many laymen have a kind of stereotyped view of the scientist as an inhuman, completely objective and rational sort of person who only takes into account facts and is not swayed by emotions and feelings in his judgments. Unfortunately, there is little truth in such a picture. Scientists are just as ordinary, pigheaded and unreasonable as anyone else and their unusually high intelligence only makes their prejudices all the more dangerous because it enables them to cover up with an unusually gibber and smooth flow of high-sounding talk.

In a digression, the Eysenck biography digs into the origins of the heavily publicized left-wing concept of “the Authoritarian Personality.” It came about as a result of a research program initiated by the American Jewish Committee under the chairmanship of Max Horkenheimer. The team was led by Theodor Adorno, the noted German-Jewish Marxist. As they could out acknowledgement, they borrowed from the work of Nazi psychologist E.R. Jaensch, turning his behavioral stereotype into the exact opposite -- the authoritarian personality.

A few years ago a lecturer at Birmingham University published an anti-Eysenck pamphlet whose cover bore a skull stamped with the Star of David, inside of which was a photo of Eysenck. It was a somewhat unusual and distasteful example of one academic attacking another, but perhaps as bad as the day when Eysenck’s glasses were broken during a violent melee at one of his public lectures.
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The author seems to dote on the confusion that reigns in the field of modern psychology. It is not surprising to read that one of her favorite deities is Eris, the Greek goddess of discord. Adler also tells us about a sect called the “Hasidic Druids” who combine their Hebraic heritage with goddess worship and who prance around naked with earlocks flying.

There is a lot of talk here about the future of the Falklands. Quite a few Britons want to move there despite the Argentine mines seeded throughout the islands. One suggestion pushed in some quarters is that the surplus population of the island of St. Helena should be settled there. These are the descendants of the British troops who were the guardians of Napoleon, many of whom took their discharge in St. Helena. Unfortunately, since most of them married Cape colored girls, present-day St. Helenans are hybrids.

There has been a storm over the Church of England’s lack of “triumphalism” in its services to commemorate the Falklands victory. Several leading Church of England prelates have been saying that a national church has no part to play in Christianity, which is, or should be, universal. One wonders in that case why they remain in the Church of England, which resulted in the death of two Jews.

In 1968 the first of the student revolts in Britain took place at the L.S.E. It was led by two Jewish students, David Adelstein from South Africa and Marshall Bloom from the U.S.

Another book to come across my desk is Drawing Down the Moon by Margot Adler, granddaughter of the famous Jewish psychiatrist. She writes:

In a family of agnostics, atheists and Marxist humanists I was a secret childhood worshipper of the Greek gods and goddesses. But later I was heavily influenced by the politics of the 60s and early 70s. I was jailed and convicted in Berkeley, teargassed in Chicago and nearly killed in Mississippi. Still later, as a journalist I witnessed trials and covered political demonstrations and twice visited Cuba and the SDR (East Germany). I have come to understand that all things are interconnected. I regret nothing of this past, neither the jails nor the goddesses nor the political activism and analysis.

The government has announced that in 1981 there were 153,000 immigrants to Britain and 233,000 emigrants, making the net outflow 80,000, the second highest ever. Needless to say, the influx is non-white and the efflux white. Some 46,000 Britons went to Australia. In spite of all the anti-South African propaganda, British emigration there more than doubled -- from 11,000 in 1980 to 23,000 in 1981 -- an indication of what is on emigrants’ minds.

West Germany. Now that the long, grueling juridical agonies of Manfred Röder have come to an unhappy conclusion, bits and pieces of truth have filtered out. Röder, as discussed in previous issues of Instauration, has been in jail for more than two years charged with various crimes, including two attacks on Holocaust exhibits and the bombing of a refugee camp which resulted in the death of two Vietnamese refugees and the wounding of three others. Now we learn that, although he was far away when these attacks took place, he has been convicted of masterminding them.

In the course of his interrogation it was revealed that Röder had known and had had some association with the actual culprits. One, a certain Dr. Heinz Colditz, had taken him into his house and treated him when he was hiding from the police and was suffering from a high fever. Raymond Hörmie, who also confessed his part in the management of killings, was a friend of Colditz and had joined the doctor and Röder in toasting the success of a previous attack on a Holocaust exhibit, which injured no one.

Now the plot thickens. Sibylle Vorderbrügge, who assisted in the publication of Röder’s newsletter, was smitten with love for Hörmie and together they made up their minds to use violence to protest the flood of aliens pouring into West Germany. Without Röder’s knowledge they bombed one of the refugee hostels, apparently hoping that this might help scare other aliens away from the fatherland. When the bomb designed by Hörmie produced death and mayhem, the two suddenly realized they were no longer playing games. Röder’s only part in the affair, after sharply rebuking them for their mad behavior, was an attempt to console them when the shock of what they had done began to sink home.

Röder was originally charged with a thought crime, a crime of opinion, when he
was first arrested on September 1, 1980. In the great democracy of West Germany, questioning the Holocaust and telling off lickspittle Chancellor Helmut Schmidt can put you behind bars. Only after those who had planted the bombs were arrested was Röder charged with more serious crimes. At first Colditz and Hörnle testified that Röder had been informed of the attacks (the old ploy of entrapment), but Vorderbrügge denied this vehemently and added that the only advance notice that could possibly have been given to Röder would have had to come from her, since Röder had had no direct contact with Hörnle and Colditz at the time. Röder firmly denied all previous knowledge of any of these doings.

In Anglo-Saxon law Röder would have had to be found not guilty since there is no credible evidence that he was involved in any criminal act or was engaged in any conspiracy. But his reputation as a "neo-Nazi" and his association with German freedom fighters (if Salvadoran left-wing terrorists are freedom fighters, so are right-wing German terrorists) at a time he was hiding in the underground boded ill in a country where the mere fact of being publicly anti-Jewish or actively xenophobic has become a state crime and where the media by publishing distorted reports of his trial had already pronounced him guilty.

When the verdict came in Vorderbrügge and Hörnle were each given life, Colditz six years. Röder was sentenced to 13 years for "instigating" the bomb attacks. The severity of Röder's sentence reinforces Instauration's perennial warning that all Majority activists in whatever country, especially West Germany and the United States, Walk a million miles in the opposite direction whenever they hear even so much as a whisper of violence from any acquaintance or associate. When you are outnumbered 100,000 to 1, violence is just about the stupidest and most counterproductive act that can be attempted. Moreover, it gives the occupying forces the ideal chance to round up and incarcerate their most effective enemies by the trick of guilt by association. A man or woman who would never dream of violence is thrown in jail for years simply because he or she was in the same room with a couple of government entrapers who spoke of violence.

France. While the news was bad for Röder -- and for his wife and six children -- it was good for Robert Faurisson. A French appeals court reduced the damages and fines he had been ordered to pay from almost $500,000 to $3,200. His conviction for libel was upheld, but his suspended 3-month jail sentence remained suspended and will be wiped from his record in five years if he doesn’t commit a similar offense in the meantime. What’s more, Faurisson’s health and morale are excellent, and he vows not to give up the fight. His latest book has just been published, Réponse à Pierre Vidal Naquet. It’s a cool, comprehensive, almost irrefutable answer to the public statements of one of France’s most famous and most despicable Holocaust atrocity mongers.

* * *

For the second time in the last two years, at precisely the moment the French government was showing a noticeable lack of enthusiasm for Jewish racism, there has been a bloody “anti-Semitic” incident in Paris. In 1980 five died in the rue Copernic bomb blast, in what was presumably an attack on a synagogue, although no one in the temple was killed. All the deaths occurred in the street. Four were non-Jews. One, a woman who was suspiciously close to the car which carried the bomb, was described as an Israeli tourist. The result of that timely bagarre was the outlawing of a French ultranationalist organization and several brutal, near-fatal assaults on its young leaders. The rue Copernic affair also played a part in the election of President François Mitterrand, since his incumbent opponent, Giscard d’Estaing, was portrayed as “soft” on anti-Semitism. The perpetrators of the Copernic slaughter (originally described as French neo-Nazis, only later as Arabs) were never found.

In August, just as Frenchmen and even Mitterrand were having their stomachs turned by the Israeli massacre of Lebanese and Palestinian civilians, a murderous attack was launched on a Jewish restaurant in the rue des Rosiers. Six died, including one Arab and one American, and 22 were wounded. As far as could be ascertained, none of the dead were Jews. Once again the blame was placed squarely on “anti-Semitism.” Begin even went so far as to put some of the responsibility on Mitterrand for daring to criticize Israeli barbarism in Lebanon. No one has as yet been apprehended for these killings, which helped to dampen France’s increasing sympathy for the cluster-bombed, napalmed and machine-gunned Lebanese and Palestinian refugees.

Instauration doesn’t often quote Communist newspapers, but this is what Rude Pravo, the official daily propaganda sheet of the Czechoslovakian government, had to say (Aug. 11, 1982) about the rue des Rosiers murders:

One must equally emphasize that the Israeli secret service has never hesitated to have recourse to bloody provocation or murders, even directed against Israelis or Jewish representatives, in order to justify the global terrorism practiced by the Jewish state.

Israel. Yitzhak Shamir is the current foreign minister of Israel and possibly the next Prime Minister. When quite young he was a leader of the Stern gang, which incredibly tried to form a military alliance with the Nazis during World War II. In return for Hitler’s help in moving European Jews to Palestine, Stern gangsters promised to take military action against the British in Palestine, which Britain was administering under a League of Nations mandate. The proposal was made to the Nazi consul in Beirut in January 1941, and then passed on to the German naval attaché in Constantinople, who was in charge of all German secret operations in the Middle East. The offer of an alliance, discovered in the archives of the German Foreign Office after the collapse of Nazidom, was couched in terms that were rather flattering to Hitler and made some use of Nazi racist terminology. Isn’t it strange that one of the most egregious attempts at appeasement and betrayal of the Allied cause in World War II was made by a man who is now welcomed in both London and Washington as a prominent statesman?

The facts about Shamir can be found in an article in the Journal of Palestine Studies (Spring-Summer 1976) and in various articles in Hebrew published in Israel. Writing for the Israeli newspaper Zu Haderech, Professor Israel Shahak, the prominent Israeli peacenik, says the whole affair smells to high heaven. He wonders why the Western media, with the exception of an obscure pro-Arab journal, have never even whispered about it.

Yugoslavia. When the late Marshal Tito broke with Stalinist Russia in 1948, he was in considerable danger of overthrow by a pro-Moscow Communist faction. His answer to the so-called Cominformists was the brutal concentration camp of Goli Otok (Naked Island), a desolate rock outcropping in the northern Adriatic Sea. Anywhere from 8,000 to 50,000 pro-Soviet prisoners passed through the camp between 1948 and 1952. Thirty years later, the truth about Goli Otok is surfacing in Yugoslavian novels, plays and newspaper articles.

Among the character-destroying techniques used on the island was forcing inmates to beat and torture each other. Some died, some committed suicide, and many were psychologically wrecked for life, but the Titoists insist that the alternative was having all Yugoslavia made into a Goli Otok. After all, they say, the country was “fighting for its very existence.”

It will be a long time before this collective soul-searching is extended to the actions of Tito’s partisans in the latter days of World War II. At that time as many as several hundred thousand Nazi sympathizers were killed, relatively few of them under circumstances resembling legitimate warfare. Yet Goli Otok is being likened solely to Nazi and Stalinist excesses, never to the earlier Titoist ones.
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The Carlson Count

Racial populist Oultural Carlson garnered 7,486 votes in his bid for the Democratic nomination for a Michigan congressional seat against incumbent Representative William R. Ford, who won handily with 34,742 votes.

Carlson, who did best in rural conservative areas, spent $4,500 to get 18% of the vote. The 25% unemployment rate in the district did not seem to take many ballots away from Ford, Big Labor's most truckling trucker, who has been Michigan's loudest white champion of busing, big spending, affirmative action and sloppy law enforcement. Rather than try the new, the electorate preferred to suffer with the old.

There would, of course, have been more voter disenchantment if welfare and unemployment benefits had not been in place to feed bodies and cool tempers. After his string of defeats, running both as a Republican and a Democrat in the last two years, Carlson predicts that unemployment will have to run to 50% before "people wake up."

Before writing off Carlson as a sort of racist Harold Stassen, we should remember Robert Bruce. His armies defeated, an outlaw with a price on his head, excommunicated by the pope, his wife and daughter English prisoners, his brother executed, Bruce seemed like a hopeless case. Yet, after watching that "never-say-die" spider, he decided to struggle on and eventually became king of Scotland.

Will some Instaurationist please send Carlson an enterprising spider?

Blonds in China

In the first century A.D., Pliny wrote that a tribe in South China was tall, red-haired and blue-eyed. At the same time there lived in the Yenesei basin a people described by the Chinese as red-haired and green-eyed. The Yuechih, settled on the western boundaries of China, were portrayed as tall, red-haired and blue-eyed as late as the 6th century. The Uighurs, who numbered more than 100,000, black hair was a rarity. China's greatest poet, Li Po (701-762), was described as having green eyes and red cheeks. Genghis Khan was supposed to have resembled the Norman aristocrat, Jean de Beaumont. According to Marco Poio, who lived at his court for more than ten years, Kublai Khan had a "milk and roses" complexion, a large nose and blue eyes. Contemporary portraits make him appear like a Scandinavian or German prince.

The above suggests that circumscribing China in its early history were some blond peoples, who occasionally controlled all or part of the country. Chinese historians write of "barbarian" incursions from the northwest from the period 2600-1500 B.C. Most of these invaders were not blond. They were Mongols. But the culture-bearing elite brought along a lot of white genes. While present-day Chinese have only a sparse beard growth, the great men of Chinese antiquity like Confucius, Lao-tzu and Mencius, as well as many emperors, were depicted as having full beards with long, quite un-Chinese noses. Lao-tzu is credited with being a towhead when a child.

Emperor Shih Huang Ti, who conquered China in the third century B.C. and built the Great Wall, wore his blond hair in tufts. The great periods of Chinese literature took place in the 5th century B.C. and in the 6th to 9th centuries A.D. These eras of cultural efflorescence closely followed the invasions of barbarians who were routinely depicted as light-haired, blue-eyed and red-cheeked.

White Ingathering

Anyone interested in bee-keeping, meat butchering and preservation (without refrigeration), or archery, crossbow and knife-making, should have been in Louisville, Illinois, between June 25 and 29. Those were but a few of the more esoteric seminars offered at the fifth annual Christian Patriots Defense League (CPDL) Freedom Festival. Once again, thousands gathered at John R. Harrell's 55-acre, river-bordered estate to eat, worship and enjoy themselves, but mainly to learn about the racial and spiritual crisis overtaking America and what they can do about it.


Some courses were geared to a mood of Apocalyptic new: "City Escape," "Safe Housing for Patriots in Flight," "Legal Use of Lethal Force," "Self Defense for Women." In addition to the CPDL, the sponsoring organizations included the Citizens Emergency Defense System, the Save America Gun Club, the Paul Revere Club and the Christian Conservative Churches of America.

The long, eventful weekend was made possible largely through the generosity of John R. Harrell, a successful businessman whose crusade against the Internal Revenue Service once landed him in jail for several years and ate up his entire savings.

Harrell's several organizations adhere to a strict racial credo which obliges members (in part) to:

Separate ourselves as much as possible from races, peoples and lifestyles which would alter, change or adulterate our Western Christian culture, and especially from those who, by historical record, have proven themselves incapable of creating or maintaining a respectable civilization of their own, and who usually have strong tendencies...to attach themselves to other cultures and societies to improve their own status, thereby reducing the whole to a lower level.

The Citizens Emergency Defense System (CEDS) is designed to quickly assemble Majority activists into effective fighting and survival units in the event of a national calamity. Toward this end, CEDS has accepted gifts of land in many states.

Those wishing to learn more about CPDL or CEDS may write to P.O. Box 565, Flora, IL 62839.

A Victory for the First

In August a jury in Oregon's Jackson County Circuit Court found Arlo Studer not guilty of "racially slurring" a black police officer, Daryl Dunlap, who had arrested Studer following a minor traffic violation. This was the first Oregon "race" case to be tried since Governor Victor Atiyeh initiated an invidious amendment to the state's "harassment law."

When presented with a citation for running a yellow light, Studer allegedly called Dunlap a "nigger" and "boy" during a heated conversation. Studer accused Dunlap of "overreacting" by handcuffing him and marching him off to jail.

Defense attorney Carlyle Stout III presented six local witnesses who testified that they had observed Dunlap on several occasions "using unusual force" in arresting offenders. Police Chief Orval McGee and Deputy Chief Kenneth Gildegsad appeared as witnesses for Dunlap.

The jury's not guilty verdict was a victory for the local Citizens Bar Association, a civic-oriented group organized to seek equality before the law for all Americans, not just minority members. The CBA donated money for Studer's legal expenses and lent him moral support in his successful fight against the Oregon governor's and the Oregon state legislatures attempt to abrogate the First Amendment.

Ponderable Quote

Nothing is more difficult than to raise the eyelids of man. He loves his own dirt, and glories in the fact that God made men out of it.

Homer Lea